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Abstract Sensor nodes are tiny low-cost devices, prone to various faults.
So, it is imperative to detect those faults. This paper presents a sensor mea-
surement fault detection algorithm based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient
and the Support Vector Machine(SVM) algorithm. As environmental phenom-
ena are spatially and temporally correlated but faults are somewhat uncorre-
lated, Pearson’s correlation coefficient is used to measure correlation. Then we
used SVM to classify faulty readings from normal reading. After classification,
faulty readings are discarded. We used network simulator NS-2.35 and Matlab
for evaluation of our proposed method. We evaluated our fault detection al-
gorithm using performance metrics, namely, Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity,
Specificity, Recall, F1 Score, Geometric Mean(G mean), Receiver Operating
Characteristics (ROC), and Area Under Curve(AUC).

Keywords Wireless Sensor Network · Machine Learning Algorithm ·
Correlation Coefficient · SVM · Measurement Fault

1 Introduction1

Wireless Sensor Network(WSN) consists of a large number of sensor nodes2

scattered over a large spacial region with one or more base stations(BS). The3

basic functionality of the WSN node is to collect information and send it to BS4

for analysis[9, 17]. These sensor nodes are tiny, low-cost devices equipped with5
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one or more sensors. Sensor nodes are prone to various faults[7]. There are6

many factors involved that can cause a fault, such as hardware failure, soft-7

ware fault, communication error, etc.[19] These faults may persist for a long8

time or maybe instantaneous. Since faults are unavoidable, discovering faulty9

and fault-free nodes is crucial in the field of WSN[4]. The fault detection algo-10

rithm needs to be designed in such a way that it can detect such inconsistent11

behavior that can disrupt the normal functionality of the WSN. Sensors are12

deployed to monitor the region, and if any suspicious event occurs, report the13

same to the base station. Moreover, these cheap nodes are prone to various14

faults, including measurement fault. This implies that sensor measurements15

are not reliable. So the event can’t be concluded based on a single measure-16

ment instance. Measurements need to be correlated spatially and temporally17

to decide whether a measurement is faulty, normal, or event. We know that18

environmental phenomena are spatially and temporally correlated [1]. In our19

work, we exploited this property to detect faulty reading. We used the Per-20

son’s correlation coefficient[18] between two-time slot to detect the presence of21

a fault. Then we used SVM[2] to classify between faulty reading and normal22

reading.23

Our contribution in this work is as follows,24

– We used Pearson’s correlation coefficient (ρ) to measure the correlation25

between two-time slots. ρ is invariant of scaling and self normalizing, which26

makes it suitable for spatially correlated environmental features.27

– We used SVM to classify faulty and normal reading. SVM performs well28

in higher dimensional feature space. Moreover, using the kernel trick of29

SVM, nonlinear data can also be solved. As our dataset is nonlinear and30

has two features, namely humidity, and temperature, SVM is suitable for31

our method.32

– NS2 and Matlab is used to simulate and analyze our proposed method,33

respectively. We also tested our method over a real-world dataset.34

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: related works are discussed in35

section-2. Problem definition is given in Section-3. Preliminaries are described36

in section-4. Our proposed method is presented in section-5. Simulation results37

and performance evaluation are shown in section-6. The conclusion is drawn38

in section-7.39

2 Related Works40

In [1], authors proposed General anomaly detection(GAD), a fully distributed41

scheme for practical large scale networked industrial sensing systems(NISSs).42

Real-time detection, Distributed solution, and General solution are three prop-43

erties of GAD. Their method, distributed matching-based grouping algorithm44

(DMGA), divides all sensing components into small, strongly correlated groups45

in a fully distributed way. Spatial correlation is a natural property in various46

physical phenomena. “Since physical phenomena are continuous, these spatial47
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correlations should be temporally correlated to previous mappings.” They as-48

sumed measurement errors follow Gaussian distributions. They evaluated their49

method using a successful detection rate (SDR) and false-positive detection50

rate (FPDR).51

In [19], authors used SVM with Gaussian kernel to detect faults in WSN.52

They classified Data faults as Offset fault, Gain fault, Stuck-at fault, Out of53

bounds. In their proposed method, received sensor data is classified using SVM54

with Gaussian kernel function. Their learning phase is performed in BS. Then,55

the decision function was transmitted to each cluster head to classify new56

measured data. In their proposed method, every time a new data is measured,57

an observation vector composed of last three data measurement of two sensors58

(Vt, Vt−1, Vt−2 ) is constructed by the data preparation block although SVM is59

capable of multidimensional classification. After that, this observation vector60

is classified by SVM using the decision function. If SVM output is positive new61

data is normal else data is faulty. Their labeled dataset is based on an existing62

dataset published by the researchers of the University of North Carolina at63

Greensboro[11].64

A fault diagnosis protocol based on gradient descent and evolutionary ap-65

proach was proposed by Swain et al. in [12]. Their method detects the faulty66

nodes and isolates them from the network. Their proposed protocol comprises67

four phases, namely clustering phase, communication phase, fault detection68

and classification phase, and isolation phase. They used a genetic algorithm69

and neural network for fault detection. Their method classifies faults into four70

types according to the rate of faults. Then faults are isolated. Their compari-71

son showed that evolutionary approach outperforms gradient descent for their72

sensor data.73

In [13], the authors proposed a fault diagnosis protocol that detects hetero-74

geneous faults in WSN. Their protocol is capable of detecting soft permanent,75

hard permanent, transient, and intermittent faults, as claimed by authors. In76

their method, hard permanent faults are identified by a time out status register77

mechanism. Soft permanent, intermittent, and transient faults are detected by78

a statistical test, namely analysis of variance (ANOVA) test. In this phase, m79

number of measurements of n nodes in a cluster was used for the ANOVA test.80

This test was repeated for r times to detect faults. They also used the feed-81

forward probabilistic neural network (PNN) to classify these heterogeneous82

faults. However, as the protocol relies on the coordinator node, any inconsis-83

tent behavior such as node failure or erroneous results of the coordinate node84

will lead to the degradation of the performance of the protocol.85

In [10], authors have proposed a density-based spatial clustering of applica-86

tions with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm for detecting anomalies by evaluating87

three features from eight features of the Intel Berkeley Research lab(IRLB)88

dataset. The main idea behind the density-based approach is that a larger89

part of data is normal, and these data are stored in the cluster head with high90

density. DBSCAN detects low-density regions in the network and removes the91

anomaly. They choose two parameters of DBSCAN by performing the algo-92

rithm in different parameters and comparing their obtained results. After that,93
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they labeled data based on obtained results as normal and anomaly. Then they94

used these labeled data to train SVM classifier.95

In [14], authors proposed a complete fault diagnosis methodology to detect96

faulty sensors in WSN. Their proposed method contains four phases, namely,97

initialization phase, fault detection phase, fault classification phase, and fault98

tolerance phase. They used checksum and Fletcher’s checksum method to de-99

tect hard fault and link fault. They also used Mann-Whitney U statistical test100

for soft fault detection. Then they utilized Gaussian transformation function101

to classify the soft faults. They also used a stepwise regressional method to102

tolerate fault in their method. The Detection phase is performed on each clus-103

ter head with its own and member sensor measurements. In Mann–Whitney104

U statistical test, P-value decides the status of the sensor measurement value.105

They used a threshold value θ based on application and situation of the sensor106

network. If P-value is less than the threshold, their method declares it as soft107

fault.108

In [16], the authors proposed DODS (Distributed Outlier Detection Scheme),109

where outliers are detected locally by each node. They used four data types,110

i.e., temperature, voltage, humidity, and light. The main idea is to clean sensed111

data (measurements) from outlier (incorrect data). The scheme operates in112

nodes that made the sensing operation and does not require any neighbor’s113

communication. The solution exploits the temporal correlations existing in114

the sensed data (current and history sensed data) of the same node and its115

remaining energy level. Outlier detection is performed using Bayes’ classifier116

for each type of data. Only nodes belong to an interesting region (IR) par-117

ticipate in the outlier detection process. To learn the prior probability and to118

compute all conditional probability, they used a supervised off-line method.119

They considered a different set of classes (small, medium, large) for different120

data types and used the maximum a posteriori (MAP) concept in order to de-121

termine optimal class. But their method does not differentiate between faults122

and events. No spatial correlation is considered in their method.123

3 Problem Description124

Let, N number of nodes are deployed in a region. Each node is equipped with125

k sensors to sense k(k > 1) number of environmental features. These nodes126

periodically sense environmental features and send them to their associated127

Cluster Head (CH). Upon receiving sensed data, CH starts analyzing them to128

detect if there is any fault.129

Suppose, sensor nodes periodically sense environmental data with time130

interval T . We divide total time into time slots t (t = 0, 1, 2 . . . ) depending on131

T as illustrated in Fig. 1.132

Let at time slot t sensed data is stored in CH in vector Zt = [Z1,t, Z2,t, . . . , Zm,t],133

where m is member nodes of the cluster head. As sensor nodes are faulty,134

this Zt is composed of both faulty and normal reading. CH detects these135

faults and eliminates them. In our work, CH computes Pearson’s correla-136
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t t+1 t+2 t+n

T T T T

Fig. 1 Illustration of time slot.

tion coefficient(ρ) between Zt and Zt−1 i.e., ρ(Zt−1, Zt). Then, CH classifies137

ρ(Zt−1, Zt) as faulty or normal using Support Vector Machine Classifier.138

4 Preliminaries139

Spatiotemporal correlation is the nature of various physical phenomena such140

as temperature, humidity, illumination, and many more. Spatial correlation141

implies a correlation mapping of measures between two neighboring nodes at142

time t. As physical phenomena are continuous, there should also be a map-143

ping between current measure (t) and previous measure (t− 1). This is called144

temporal correlation. Several possible correlation measures are there, among145

which Pearson’s correlation coefficient is most popular.146

Definition 1 The (Pearson) correlation coefficient between two random
variable X and Y is defined as

corr[X,Y ] =
Cov[X,Y ]

√

var[X], var[Y ]
(1)

where cov[X,Y ] is the covariance of X and Y . Whereas var[X] is the vari-147

ance of random variable X. The correlation coefficient can be viewed as a148

degree of linearity between X and Y . [18]149

4.1 Support Vector Machine150

Let a training sample set of length of length k is given with two separable151

classes P and N:152

{(Xk, yk), k = 1, . . . ,K}153

where yk ∈ {1,−1} labels Xk to belong to either of the two classes. we154

want to find a hyper-plane in terms of weight vector(w) and bias term(b), that155

separates the two classes.156

In case of linear classification, SVM classifier computes a decision hyper-
plane i.e. xTw + b = 0 to separate the two classes, P = {(xi, 1)} and N =
{(xi,−1)}. This implies for both xi ∈ P and xi ∈ N has to satisfy (2).

yi(x
T
i w + b) ≥ 0 (2)

From all possible hyperplanes, our objective is to find out the optimal157

hyperplane that satisfies the above condition. We need to place the optimal158
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hyperplane in a position such that distance from the hyperplane to the closest159

point of either side is the same. Now the problem of finding the optimal decision160

plane in terms of w and b can be formulated as:161

minimize
1

2
wTw =

1

2
||w||2

subject to yi(x
T
i w + b) ≥ 1

Its solution gives us the optimal margin classifier. The solution can be obtained162

using the Lagrange multipliers method, as shown in (3).163

w =

m
∑

i=1

αiyixi =
∑

i∈sv

αiyixi (3)

where αi is Lagrange multiplier and xi is support vector.164

Definition 2 The vectors xi residing on either side of separation hyperplane165

for which yi(w
Txi + b) = 1 holds are called support vector(sv). SVM only166

depends on the support vectors. Other sample vectors are not important. [2]167

Substituting w from (2) we get,

yi(
∑

j∈sv

αjyjx
T
i xj + b) = 1

For the optimal weight vector w and optimal bias b, we have:168

||w||2 = wTw =
∑

i∈sv

αiyix
T
i

∑

j∈sv

αjyjxj (4)

=
∑

i∈sv

αiyi
∑

j∈sv

αjyjx
T
i xj

=
∑

i∈sv

αi(1− yib) =
∑

i∈sv

αi − b
∑

i∈sv

αiyi

=
∑

i∈sv

αi

4.1.1 SVM for nonlinear classification/Kernel Mapping169

The method mentioned above is called linear SVM, which converges in case
of linearly separable data. However, using kernel trick, SVM also works with
nonlinear data set. With the help of Kernel trick, a sample x is mapped into
a higher dimensional feature space where sample x is linearly separable as:

x −→ φ(x)

Moreover, the decision function can be rewritten for the new space as:

f(x) = φ(x)Tw + b =

m
∑

j=1

αjyj(φ(x)
Tφ(xj)) + b (5)
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where

w =
m
∑

j=1

αjyjφ(xj)

and b are the parameters of the decision plane in the new space.170

Furthermore, the classification function in new space becomes:

yi(φ(x)
Tw + b) ≥ 0 (6)

From (5) and (6), we can see that vector xj appears only in inner products171

of both decision function and learning law. This implies, we don’t need to172

explicitly specify mapping functionφ(X). We just need the inner product of173

the vectors in new space φ.174

Definition 3 In Machine Learning, a kernel refers to kernel trick, which is
used to solve a non-linear problem using a linear classifier. A kernel function
takes xi and xj vectors as arguments and returns the inner product of their
images φ(xi) and φ(xj): [8]

K(x1,x2) = φ(x1)
Tφ(x2)

A kernel function only returns the inner product of two vectors. So the175

dimension of kernel space is not so important. Kernel K(x1,x2) needs to176

be positive semidefinite to fulfill the criteria of Reproducing Kernel Hilbert177

Space(RKHS) where optimization problem has a finite-dimensional solution178

that converges to an optimal one.179

Now by replacing xT with φ(x)T of (2), we obtain the new separation
hyperplane in kernel space as shown in (7). We used this equation for classifi-
cation of non linear problem.

yi(φ(x)
Tw + b) = yi(

m
∑

j=1

αjyjK(x,xj) + b) ≥ 0 (7)

The bias term (b) can be computed from any of the support vectors xi as180

shown in (8).181

b = yi − φ(xi)
Tw = yi −

m
∑

j=1

αjyj(φ(xi)
Tφ(xj)) (8)

= yi −
m
∑

j=1

αjyjK(xi,xj) (9)
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5 Proposed Scheme182

In this work, we applied Pearson’s correlation coefficient(ρ) and Support Vec-183

tor Machine(SVM) to determine faults. Pearson’s ρ is suitable for fault de-184

tection because of some of its intrinsic properties such as ρ is invariant to185

scaling i.e. ρ(x, y) = ρ(x, ax + b), where a and b are constants. This implies186

normal reading, as well as event reading, will show a high correlation, whereas187

the presence of faulty reading will show a lesser correlation[6]. SVM is capable188

of classifying higher dimensional data, and using kernel trick SVM also can189

classify nonlinear data. As our data set in nonlinear and has two features, we190

used SVM classifier in this work. Fig. 2 shows our learning process(training191

and Classification).

Prepare 

Labelled Data
Compute ρ

Compute ρ

Train SVM with  ρ

Collect Data 

from Neighbors
Classify Using 

Classification function

CH

CH

CH

CH

BS

Training Phase

Classification Phase

Fig. 2 Learning Process

192

5.1 Training Phase193

We used Support Vector Machine(SVM) to classify between faulty reading and194

normal reading. SVM is trained at Base Station with labeled data (Zi,t, y),195

where y ∈ {−1, 1}. Here label y = 1 represents not faulty and y = −1 repre-196

sents faulty class.197

Our labeled data Zi,t is composed of humidity and temperature. At first,198

Zi,t is separated in two vectors HZi,t and TZi,t for humidity and temperature199

respectively. Then two new vector is constructed as HZt = (HZ1,t,HZ2,t, . . . ,HZm,t)200

and TZt = (TZ1,t, TZ2,t, . . . , TZm,t). These are done in data preparation201

phase.202

Then Pearson’s correlation coefficient(ρ) is computed between two time203

slot t−1 and t for all HZt and TZt as ρH and ρT respectively. After that vector204

ρ is set as ρ= [ρH ,ρT ]. Then SVM is trained with (ρ, y) using procedure given205

in Section (4.1). Then w and b of classification hyperplane is send to all cluster206

head nodes.207

In our method, we used Gaussian kernel function(K) as (10).

K(x, xj) = exp
−||x−xj ||

2σ2 (10)

where x and xj are two vectors and σ is a free parameter.208
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5.2 Classification Phase209

At each time slot(t), every sensor node collects environmental phenomena(e.g.,210

humidity and temperature) and sends them to its associated cluster-head.211

Cluster head(CH) collects the reading of the neighboring node. CH computes212

the correlation between time-slot t and t − 1 of each feature of all the neigh-213

boring nodes.214

At each time slot, Cluster Head (CH) stores measurements of its member215

nodes in a vector Zt. Then CH computes correlation coefficient ρ between Zt216

and Zt−1 using (1). After that, decision function (5) is applied to this ρ. If ρ217

belongs to positive class then Zt is not faulty otherwise Zt is faulty.218

We presented our fault detection algorithm in Algorithm 1. As described in219

the algorithm, like any other supervised learning, our method is also divided220

into two phases. First, the training phase, which is performed at BS using221

training data. The training phase produces a decision function in terms of w222

and b. Second, Classification phase, which is performed at each CH using the223

decision function.224

Algorithm 1: Training and classification.

1 Function TrainiingPhase() is

2 /* On Base-station. */

3 Compute ρ between zt and zt−1 using (1);
4 Compute w and b using (5) and (8);
5 Send w and b to all CH node;

6 end

7 Function ClassificationPhase() is

8 /* On each CH. */

9 foreach Timeslot T(T=1,2,3, . . . ) do

10 foreach Member Node m(m=1,2,3, . . . ) do

11 Collect data from each member node;
12 Zt ← [Z1,t, Z2,t, . . . , Zm,t];

13 end

14 Compute ρ between zt and zt−1 using (1);
15 Classify ρ using (7);

16 end

17 end

6 Simulation Scenario and Performance Evaluation225

To evaluate our proposed method, we used NS2.35[3] and Matlab. NS2 is used226

to simulate our network scenario and generate measurement data. Then, this227

generated data is analyzed using Matlab. Performance evaluation is also done228

using Matlab.229

We generated our simulation data using NS2.35. Here we used Gaussian230

distribution(N) with mean(µ) and variance(σ) of normal and event reading of231
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the dataset[11]. This dataset contains only measurements of 4 sensor nodes.232

However, actual WSN consists of hundreds of sensor nodes. In our simulation233

for simplicity, we simulated for only one cluster head with 100 member nodes.234

We also showed results for actual dataset by computing temporal correlation,235

as shown in Section 6.3.236

In our network scenario, 100 sensors are randomly deployed in a 300m ×237

300m with CH at the center. The transmission range of each node is 60m.238

Normal sensor readings for temperature are drawn from N(µ1t, σ
2

1t) and239

event readings from N(µ2t, σ
2

2t). Where µ1t = 28.1273, µ2t = 29.3112 and240

σ1t = 1.0952, σ2t = 4.5588.241

Normal sensor readings for humidity are drawn from N(µ1h, σ
2

1h) and event242

readings from N(µ2h, σ
2

2h). Where µ1h = 59.6504, µ2h = 78.4943 and σ1h =243

9.7391, σ2h = 11.3831.244

All the faulty readings for temperature is also drawn from N(µ2t, σ
2

2t).245

Where µ2t = 29.3112 and σ2t = 4.5588. Moreover all the faulty readings for246

humidity is also drawn from N(µ2h, σ
2

2h). Where µ2h = 78.4943 and σ2h =247

11.3831.248

In our simulation, for analyzing our proposed method, the first 20% data249

are drawn from normal reading, and the last 20% data are drawn from event250

reading. Rest is a mix of normal and fault reading. Fault readings are mixed251

according to fault percentage. For example, in the case of 10% fault, 10% data252

is faulty, and the rest 90% data is normal. Simulation parameters are given in253

Table 1.254

Table 1 Simulation Parameters

Parameters Values
Network size 300 m × 300 m
Number of nodes 100
Mac protocol 802.15.4
Routing Protocol AODV
Transport Protocol UDP
Node’s transmission range 60 m
Cluster Head location (150,150)m
Simulation time 06h:30m:50s
Time slot width 5 sec
Total time slot 4690
Normal sensor reading (Temperature) N(28.1273, 1.0952)
Normal sensor reading (Humidity) N(59.6504, 9.7391)
Event sensor reading (Temperature) N(29.3112, 4.5588)
Event sensor reading (Humidity) N(78.4943, 11.3831)
Faulty sensor reading (Temperature) N(29.3112, 4.5588)
Faulty sensor reading (Humidity) N(78.4943, 11.3831)
Percentage of measurement faulty nodes 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%,

10%, and 5%
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6.1 Performance Evaluation255

6.1.1 Confusion Matrix256

In the case of binary classification, only four possible outcomes may occur.257

They are, Positive samples tested as positive (TP), Negative sample tested as258

negative (TN), Positive sample tested as negative (FN) and, Negative sample259

tested as positive (FP). We can describe these four outcomes in the form of a260

confusion matrix[15], as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Confusion Matrix

Predicted
True False

Actual

True
True Positive

(TP)

False Negative
(FN)

(Type II error)

False
False Positive

(FP)
(Type I error)

True Negative
(TN)

261

To evaluate our proposed method, we used the following performance262

matrices[5]. These matrices are derived from the confusion matrix.263

Accuracy Measure: “Accuracy is the ratio of correctly predicted obser-
vation to the total observation.”

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(11)

Precision: “Precision is the ratio of the number of true positives to the
number of true positives plus the number of false positives.”

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(12)

Recall: “Recall is the ratio of the number of true positives to the number
of true positives plus the number of false negatives.”

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(13)

F1 Score: “F1 Score is a weighted harmonic mean of Precision and Recall.”

F1 = 2× Precision×Recall

Precision+Recall
(14)

Gmean: “Geometric mean (Gmean) is the square root of true positive rate
and true negative rate.”

Gmean =
√
TPR× TNR =

√

TP

TP + FN
× TN

FP + TN
(15)
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Sensitivity: “Sensitivity is the ratio between the total number of positive
samples to the number of samples tested as positive in the test.”

Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN
(16)

Specificity: “Sensitivity is the ratio between the total number of negative
samples to the number of samples tested as negative in the test.”

Specificity =
TN

FP + TN
(17)

Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity, Specificity, Recall, F1, Score, G mean for264

faults 50%, 40%, 30%, 20%, 10%, and 5% is shown in Table 3. From the265

results presented in Table 3, it can be seen clearly that with increasing fault266

percentages, performances increases. This is because, with increasing fault per-267

centages, the correlation between faulty and normal date decreases. However,268

the normal reading correlation remains high, making classification hyperplane269

more and more precise.270

Table 3 Performance Evaluation

Fault Percentage
Metrics 50% 40% 30% 20% 10% 5%
Accuracy 0.9981 0.9968 0.9927 0.9833 0.9377 0.8096
Precision 0.9991 0.9982 0.9951 0.9881 0.9509 0.8069
Sensitivity 0.9978 0.9965 0.9928 0.9844 0.9460 0.8071
Specificity 0.9986 0.9971 0.9925 0.9813 0.9241 0.7953
Recall 0.9978 0.9965 0.9928 0.9844 0.9460 0.8071
F1 Score 0.9984 0.9973 0.9940 0.9863 0.9484 0.8053
G mean 0.9982 0.9968 0.9927 0.9829 0.9349 0.7975
AUC 0.9996 0.9996 0.9993 0.9979 0.9823 0.8575

ROC Analysis: Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis stud-271

ies the sensitivity and the Specificity of the classifier. A ROC curve is a plot272

in which x-axis is the Specificity, and y-axis is the sensitivity of the classifier.273

Area Under curve: The total area under the ROC curve is abbreviated274

as AUC.275

ROC curves are generally used to evaluate the performance of various276

machine learning algorithms as it gives a comprehensive and visual method of277

summering the accuracy of an algorithm[5]. Therefore, in this paper, we used278

ROC and AUC analysis as one of the performance metrics to evaluate our279

proposed method. From the ROC curve, AUC is calculated by calculating the280

size of the area under curve. The higher the area, the Better the performance281

of the method. Fig. 3 shows ROC for various fault percentages. AUC is given282

in Table 3.283
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Fig. 3 ROC Curve

6.2 Comparison with existing work284

We also compared our results with the existing work of Zidi et al. [19]. Fig.285

4(a) shows comparative results of Detection Accuracy for our method and286

the method of Zidi et al. for fault percentages 1 to 5 (5% to 50% already287

shown in Table 3). Fig. 4(a) shows that our method works better with higher288

fault percentages. Our approach is based on the correlation coefficient. As we289

know, if the fault percentages increase, the correlation coefficient among data290

measurements decreases. For this reason, our method works better in high291

fault percentages.292

Fig. 4(b) shows comparative results of Average False Positive Rate (FPR)293

for our method and the method of Zidi et al. Fig. 4(b) shows that our method294

shows 14% improvement in terms of Average False Positive Rate compared to295

Zidi et al. Correlation among measurements of non-faulty node is high. So, a296

non-faulty node measurement detected as faulty is less likely to happen. That297

is why our method has better FPR.298

6.3 Performance Evaluation For dataset299

We also evaluated our proposed method using a real-world environmental300

dataset of [11]. From this dataset, we took data of temperature and humidity301

for the indoor sensor node of the multi-hop scenario with anomalies. In this302

dataset, the anomaly is achieved on a sensor node by a hot water kettle, which303

increases the temperature and the humidity simultaneously.304
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Fig. 4 Detection Accuracy and False Positive Rate

Accuracy, Precision, Sensitivity, Specificity, Recall, F1, Score, G mean for305

faults 40%, 30%, and 20% is shown in Table 4.306

AUC and ROC are given in Fig. 5.307
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Table 4 Performance Evaluation

Fault Percentage
Metrics 40% 30% 20%
Accuracy 0.9412 0.9412 0.8824
Precision 1 1 0.7500
Sensitivity 0.8750 0.8333 0.7500
Specificity 1 1 0.9231
Recall 0.8750 0.8333 0.7500
F1 Score 0.9333 0.9091 0.7500
G mean 0.9354 0.9129 0.8321
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7 Conclusion308

In this work, we have presented a fault detection algorithm based on Pearson’s309

correlation coefficient and Support Vector Machine classification. Simulation310

results show that our method works better in high fault percentages. This311

is because, with increasing fault percentage, correlation decreases. We also312

evaluated our proposed method using a dataset[11]. Simulation results, as well313

as results from real-world data, show that our proposed method successfully314

classifies fault and normal sensor reading. A possible future directive could315

be working with more than one machine learning algorithm to detect faults.316

Applicability of the machine learning methods over some complex networks317

and data with more event parameters may also be studied in the future.318
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